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Who are we?

Wildfire Information Systems Ltd





Microsoft Certified Partners based in Daresbury Science Campus in Cheshire
Members of the North West Aerospace Alliance
We design and implement intuitive database applications using our Wildfire
Rapid Development Framework
Wildfire I.S. create bespoke analysis tools and “Business Data Dashboards”

Who are we?


Work closely with Survitec Group, developing Asset Management and Data
solutions.



Typical project, LM F35 JSF Aircrew Equipment Logistics System (AGILE)

o
o
o
o

Total Life Cycle management of PFE and safety equipment
Following trials, commissioned to build operational system in March 2009
Operational in USA on 15th June 2009
Now developing RFID capability for Assembly, Test, Shipment,
Deployment, Maintenance, Traceability and Life Cycle Analysis

WHAT’S WRONG WITH BARCODES??

Barcode technology in widespread use in asset management for many
years.
Barcodes enable rapid and accurate acquisition of static data and therefore
efficient control and tracking.
There are however issues and limitations with the use of barcodes to
gather information.




Barcode labels can easily be damaged and detached
The barcode has to be surface mounted and visible
Fast assimilation of multiple barcodes is impossible in practice

In spite of these limitations, the use of barcodes in manufacturing, retail
and controlled environments is still an ideal and low cost solution.

RFID EXTENDS THE BOUNDARIES
The emerging Radio Frequency ID methodologies have extended the
capabilities of modern asset management systems to gather more detailed
item data, faster, securely, more reliably and from multiple assets at the
same time.
In addition, the tags do not need to be visible, or surface mounted. They
can be made far more rugged than barcodes.







Resilient / Survivable
Large data payload capacity
Long distance read capability
Can be READ / WRITE
Do not need to be visible
Can sense temperature / pressure

BASIC RFID TAG TYPES
RFID terminology defines two major types of TAG:

ACTIVE
o An ACTIVE Tag can send data autonomously, or on demand from a
scanner.
o An INTERNALLY POWERED transmitter within the TAG powers the
transmitter to generate, or respond with data packets.



PASSIVE
o A PASSIVE TAG only sends data when scanned
o The antenna absorbs power from the scanner and then triggers an
internal micro-circuit to modulate the antenna with a digital code
sequence.
o Modulation interacts with the scanner waveform, which is analysed and
converted into data packets.

RFID EXTENDS THE BOUNDARIES

 PASSIVE devices are considered intrinsically safe as they have no
capability to transmit.
 They have been deemed acceptable for Aircraft / Marine operations
See FAA Gudelines 2005 and FAA AC No: 20-162
 This presentation focuses upon the use of PASSIVE devices.
 Passive devices are low cost and low maintenance
 Ideal for volume deployment
 Already widely used within Boeing and Airbus
 A requirement for certain DoD programmes and in supply chain

PASSIVE RFID

 PASSIVE devices come in a diversity of specialised packaging
o Lightweight / Ruggedised / Self adhesive / On metal / Button
 The frequency range of the tag must be matched by the scanner
 It is essential that the correct selection of Tag / Methodology is made
based upon project requirements.

TAG FREQUENCIES
Tags are further sub divided into categories which relate to the radio
frequency band used for their operation. These are generally referred to as:




LF
MF
UHF
SHF

Below 135khz
3mhz to 27mhz
433mhz to 928mhz
2.4ghz to 5.8ghz

http://www.rfid-handbook.de/rfid/frequencies.html
Generally the higher the frequency, the greater the read / write speed
UHF tags are capable of long read ranges, up to 10 metres
BE AWARE that the allocated frequencies and maximum permitted ERP vary
country by country. To ensure that your solution works across all territories
refer to EPC GLOBAL SPECIFICATIONS http://www.epcglobalinc.org

PASSIVE RFID EXAMPLES
LF and HF TAGS

Label

Contact Button

Glass Encapsulated

Epoxy Disk

 LF and HF tags are ideal for short range low cost projects
 Scanners are low cost ( less than 200$) and simple to use ( USB, or
Wireless)
 HF 64k Tags have been mandated by Boeing for the Dreamliner

PASSIVE RFID EXAMPLES
UHF TAGS

High Resilience

Epoxy Attached

Stick on Label

 UHF tags are generally more expensive, but reducing quickly as sales
volume grows
 Scanners are costly (over $2000) and complex to set up
 Scanners normally communicate via wireless
 Massive range of specialised packages
 Capable of up to 10 metre range
 Scanners can acquire data from large number of tags very rapidly

PROJECT CONSIDERATION EXAMPLES
Data capability





Consider if data will be required from the tag, or just a unique ID
How will data need to be stored on the tag? (R/W or WORM)
What volume of data?
Security considerations. (Unique ID is intrinsically safe)

Tag data returned

Comments

Simple Unique ID

All data kept in Central Database

Recorded ID and Manuf data

Write Once Read Many (WORM)

ID, Manuf and Maint tracking
data

Read Write of data allowed up to maximum
storage capability

Above plus Access / Security
control

Above, plus ability to control access of data by
applying secure key

Above, plus ability to
permanently disable tag

Above, plus ability to permanently disable the tag

PROJECT CONSIDERATION EXAMPLES
Read Distance / Read Type



Will your project require close proximity, or long range scanning?
Do you wish to gather data from One, or Many tags at once?

Read range

Comments

Contact to 10cm SINGLE read

For identifying individual items without clutter
from other adjacent tags (IE individual
maintenance of item in workshop)

10cm to 1 metre SINGLE read

Reads closest tag (Conveyor belt / Gantry access
system)

10cm to 1 metre MULTI read

Reads all tags in small area (Confirming package
contents / Searching for specific item)

1 to 10 metres SINGLE read

Maximum capability of reliable read(Long
distance identification / Search)

1 to 10 metres Multi read

Verification of assets over large area

GUIDELINES AND STANDARDS


FAA AC20-162 09/22/08, US DoT Federal Aviation Administration
Airworthiness Approval and Operational Allowance of RFID Systems



ATA Spec 2000 Chapter 9, Automated Identification and Data Capture (AIDC)



SAE AS 5678, Passive RFID Tags Intended for Aircraft Use



http://www.epcglobalinc.org/standards

USEFUL LINKS
Links to the RFID Community
Here you'll find links to some of the organisations working to standardise and
promote the use of RFID.
ISO http://www.iso.org
ISO publish a broad range of standards relating to the design, manufacturing and use
of RFID.
CEN http://www.cen.eu
CEN coordinates European initiatives on RFID standards.
EPC http://www.cen.eu
EPC Global has developed a range of standards for the use of UHF RFID.
GS1 http://www.gs1uk.org
GS-1 has created numbering standards for barcoding systems and has pioneered the
use of numbering standards for industry sectors as a way of enabling crossenterprise applications.
CE-RFID http://www.rfid-in-action.eu
An EU organisation promoting the use of RFID as a way of increasing the
competitiveness of European industry.

Typical RFID Solution
Missing Life Preservers on Commercial Aircraft
It is estimated that over $6M US worth of aircraft safety equipment is stolen by
passengers each year.

Airline loses life vests to beachgoers HANOI (Reuters) –
Vietnam Airlines passengers flying to the Southeast Asian nation's ocean getaways have
found one safety item to be an irresistible souvenir -- an aircraft life vest to use while
swimming at the beach.

"There are many flights from which 16 to 20 life vests have been stolen," the head of
Vietnam Airlines' security department Hoang Duy Khanh was quoted by Thursday's
Thanh Nien (Young People) newspaper as saying.
The national carrier spends $50,000 (30,400 pounds) a year replacing the missing vests,
which are usually stolen on flights to beach destinations such as Danang, Nha Trang or
Haiphong, the paper said.

Typical RFID Solution
Missing Life Preservers on Commercial Aircraft

Simple RFID Solution

Installing a specially configured low cost RFID tag in critical and valuable
assets, enables significant cost and resource savings:-







Theft can be detected and prevented
Thieves can be identified on exit and linked to seat number
Pre-flight checks can be carried out accurately and speedily by single
crew member
Saves resource
Faster turnaround time

Using the Aircraft Safety Asset Management System prevents loss and reduces
turnaround costs and time

The system utilises the latest UHF Passive RFID technology and rugged, but powerful
mobile equipment to provide simple yet effective asset control.







Simple association of the asset to the location (such as life preserver / seat
number)
o
Scanner can program tags to allow fast installation and replacement
One pass pre-flight check of all assets by a single operator
Clear visual indication of missed asset with location
Paperless validation of assets and full audit trail
Can report back to central hub via wireless, or 3G
Detection of stolen assets by single low cost scanner in walkway
o
Provides audible alarm
o
Identifies the asset and its normal location
o
Up to 8 metre directional coverage (can be programmed)

Asset Assurance

ALL ASSETS
VALIDATED
CHECKSUM
397

Identification of Theft / Tamper

LP Seat 36G
MISSING
RE CHECK

Apprehension
of usual
suspects

CHECK STOP
LP Seat 36G
MISSING
CHECK STOP
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